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ABSTRACT
DEAD-box RNA-helicases catalyze the reorganization of structured RNAs and the formation of RNP com-
plexes. The cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 encodes a single DEAD-box RNA helicase, CrhR
(Slr0083), whose expression is regulated by abiotic stresses that alter the redox potential of the photosyn-
thetic electron transport chain, including temperature downshift. Despite its proposed effect on RNA
metabolism and its known relevance in cold-stress adaptation, the reported impact of a CrhR knockout on
the cold adaption of the transcriptome only identified eight affected genes. Here, we utilized a custom
designedmicroarray to assess the impact of the absence of CrhR RNA helicase activity on the transcriptome,
independent of cold stress. CrhR truncation impacts an RNA subset comprising ~10% of the ncRNA and also
~10% of the mRNA transcripts. While equal numbers of mRNAs showed increased as well as decreased
abundance, more than 90% of the ncRNAs showed enhanced expression in the absence of CrhR, indicative
of a negative effect on ncRNA transcription or stability. We further tested the effect of CrhR on the stability of
strongly responding RNAs that identify examples of post-transcriptional and transcriptional regulation. The
data suggest that CrhR impacts multiple aspects of RNA metabolism in Synechocystis.
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Introduction

Regulatory non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are important players
in the regulation of gene expression in all domains of life [1,2].
Functional ncRNAs may originate from intergenic regions
(sRNAs), from the strand opposite to coding regions (antisense
RNAs, asRNAs), from 5ʹ UTRs (5ʹ UTR-ncRNAs) and internal
mRNA fragments in the sense orientation (iRNAs) that originate
from either their own transcription start sites (TSSs) or proces-
sing or degradation products [3–5]. In bacteria, although some
ncRNAs sequester proteins, the majority target other RNA
molecules. The regulatory effect depends upon base-pairing
interactions between the ncRNA and target mRNA, the resulting
intermolecular heteroduplex RNA alters gene expression, the
duplex is either rapidly degraded or enhances translation initia-
tion [6,7]. In the case of trans-acting regulatory sRNAs, the
complementary regions are often short and imperfect while cis-
encoded asRNAs have perfect target sequence complementarity
[4,8]. Interaction of the ncRNA and target mRNAs require
locally accessible single strands in order to form the intermole-
cular heteroduplex, a process that competes with the secondary
structures of the individual RNAs [9]. These RNA-RNA inter-
actions therefore frequently require the presence of RNA cha-
perones in vivo such as Hfq, an Sm-like protein widely
distributed in the bacterial kingdom and extensively studied in
enterobacteria [10,11], or themore recently described ProQ [12].

However, RNA:RNA interactions and folding can also be facili-
tated passively by cold shock domain proteins, bacterial histone-
like proteins and ribosomal proteins or actively by RNA heli-
cases [11,13,14].

RNA helicases belong to helicase superfamily 2 (SF2), the
largest family within SF2 being the DEAD-box family [15]. RNA
helicase activity is associated with all aspects of RNA metabolism
and thus are important players in the regulation of gene expres-
sion, including involvement in housekeeping functions including
transcription, translation initiation, RNA decay and processing
and also developmental pathways [16]. In addition, RNA helicases
are often expressed in response to abiotic stress, presumably to
facilitate acclimatization to the altered environmental conditions
[17,18]. Biochemically, DEAD-box RNA-helicases rearrange
RNA secondary structure, potentially catalyzing duplex RNA
unwinding, annealing of complementary ssRNAs, RNA strand
exchange and remodeling of RNA-protein (RNP) complexes
in vitro [14,16,19,20]. These biochemical attributes indicate that
these enzymes have the capacity to perform an important role in
ncRNA-mRNA target regulation by facilitating proper interaction
or folding of the ncRNA regulator with its mRNA target and/or
the half-lives of the interacting RNAs, as observed in higher plant
systems [21]. Evidence for RNA helicase mediated ncRNA-
mRNA interaction in bacteria has been provided by the
Escherichia coli DEAD-box helicase CsdA which is necessary for
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the translational activation of rpoS by the regulatory sRNA, DsrA,
at low temperature [22].

Cyanobacteria are the only bacteria performing oxygenic
photosynthesis. A single DEAD box RNA helicase, CrhR
(Slr0083), is encoded in the model cyanobacterium Synechocystis
sp. PCC 6803 (from here on Synechocystis). This is in striking
contrast to the five different DEAD-box RNA helicases in E. coli
[23] and raises the question as to the role(s) CrhR performs in
RNA metabolism.

Expression of crhR is regulated by light-driven reduction of
the electron transport chain [24], levels which are augmented
by conditions that increase reduction of the chain, including
salt and cold stress [25,26]. Temperature-downshift induction
of crhR expression is a complex, auto-regulatory process
involving both CrhR-dependent and -independent mechan-
isms [26], while conditional proteolysis contributes to the
temperature upshift repression [27]. Induction of RNA heli-
cases upon cold stress has been observed in several bacteria,
conditions under which helicase activity has been proposed to
be required to overcome the thermodynamically enhanced
stability of RNA secondary structures at temperatures below
the growth optimum [18]. Lack of CrhR RNA helicase activity
has drastic effects on the physiology of Synechocystis in
response to cold stress but also at the standard growth tem-
perature of 30°C [28–30]. In a partial crhR deletion mutant,
crhRTR, a pleiotropic range of effects were observed after
a temperature downshift from 30 to 20°C including a rapid
cessation of photosynthesis, impaired cell growth, decreased
viability, cell size and DNA content, as well as structural
abnormalities associated with a reduction in photosynthetic
carbon fixation [30].

The molecular effects of crhR deletion have been stu-
died at both the transcriptome [28] and proteome level
[29]. Microarray analysis revealed no significant changes
between wild type (WT) and a complete crhR mutant at
34°C [28]. At 24°C, genes encoding the chaperones and
the fatty acid desaturase Sll1611 showed a reduced cold
induction, whereas slr0082, pyrB, gifA and gifB mRNAs
were upregulated [28]. In contrast, differential 2D gel
electrophoresis of soluble proteins identified 16 proteins
differentially expressed in the complete crhR mutant at 34°
C and 25 proteins at 24°C, including the GroES, GroEL-1
and GroEL-protein chaperones [29]. The mechanism(s)
generating these altered expression profiles are not
known but may partially result from CrhR-regulated post-
transcriptional changes in gene expression. The impact of
CrhR on transcript classes other than mRNAs were not
addressed in these previous studies.

Bioinformatic, tiling microarray and differential RNAseq ana-
lysis of the Synechocystis transcriptome has identified numerous
ncRNAs [31–34], some of which (PsrR1, IsaR1 and NsiR4) per-
form crucial regulatory functions [35–37]. In this report, we
exploited a customized Agilent microarray to investigate the
transcriptomic consequences created by the absence of CrhR
RNA helicase activity in Synechocystis. The data revealed that
a CrhR-dependent mechanism influences a specific subset of the
total RNA repertoire in Synechocystis.

Results

Transcriptome – wide effects of partial crhR deletion

To identify transcripts whose expression was altered in response
to crhR mutation, total RNA extracted from the partial crhR
deletion mutant, crhRTR, and wild type. The crhRTR mutant
was generated by insertion of a spectinomycin-streptomycin
resistance cassette into the PmlI site between the codons encod-
ing RNA helicase motifs III (SAT) and IV (FVRTK), thereby
removing the second RecA domain and C-terminal extension
[30]. The strains were cultivated at standard temperature (30°C)
or exposed to cold stress (20°C) for 3 h. The RNA was directly
labeled and hybridized to Agilent microarrays (GEO accession
number GSE58544). In total, 252 transcripts responded to crhR
truncation representing ~10% of all annotated mRNAs and
ncRNAs (Figure 1, Table 1, Table S1). The transcript levels of
90% (108/115) of the affected ncRNAs increased in the crhRTR
strain (Figure 1, left panel), while this strong asymmetric effect
was not observed for mRNAs (Figure 1, right panel). This
observation suggested that CrhR has a direct or indirect negative
effect on the accumulation of a subset of ncRNAs. In addition,
the crhRTR mutation affected transcript abundance at both 20°C
and 30°C. As depicted in the scatter plots and the Venn diagram
in Figure 1, 80 RNAs were differentially expressed only at 20°C
(blue), 43 only at 30°C (orange) and 30 only if the temperature
response from crhRTR and WT was compared (FC20°C – FC30°C,
green). RNAs that were equally strongly affected at 20°C and 30°
C are depicted in black. In general, at low temperature roughly
twice as many RNAs responded to the crhRTR mutation than at
30°C, which is consistent with the low temperature specific
phenotype of CrhR.

In contrast to previous studies, we detected additional
mRNAs that responded significantly to CrhR inactivation.
Expression levels of the hypothetical proteins sll1862, sll1863
and ssr2062 were significantly enhanced in the crhRTR mutant,
while levels of flv4 (sll0217) were strongly reduced (Table S1).
Similar to groES/EL, the 21 gene ribosomal protein operon
sll1799-ssl3441 showed a reduced cold induction in crhRTR.
While the first two genes in the operon showed no differential
expression, the differential expression between crhRTR and
wild type at 20°C increased with increasing operon length.
Transcript levels of rimO (slr0082) and crhR (slr0083), which
are encoded as an operon (Figure 2A), were higher in crhRTR

than in the wild type at 20°C, consistent with previous studies
[26,28]. Furthermore, we also detected a reduced cold induc-
tion of both groES and groEL in the crhRTR mutant strain.

Altered expression profiles of selected mRNAs and ncRNAs
were verified by northern analysis (Figures 2B and 3). These
analyses confirmed the microarray data indicating CrhR-
dependent alteration of mRNA transcript abundance with
respect to both direction and magnitude of change. We addi-
tionally included dark treatment in the analysis of selected
mRNAs to determine possible effects on the transcripts selected
for validation (Figure 2B). Specifically, we confirmed the upre-
gulation of slr0082 in the crhRTR mutant at 20°C, the enhanced
cold induction of crhR (slr0083) in both strains but even more
pronounced in crhRTR. The hybridizations also confirmed the
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cold induction of flv4 (sll0217) in both strains but more pro-
nounced in wild type and the cold induction of secY (sll1814)
transcript in the wild type but not in crhRTR. Dark treatment
significantly decreased expression of all tested mRNAs in both
wild type and crhRTR at both temperatures, implying that a light
signal is crucial for the accumulation of these transcripts
(Figure 2B).

The microarray data indicating CrhR-dependent alteration of
ncRNA abundance was validated with respect to both direction
and magnitude of change for four asRNAs and two sRNAs
(Figure 3). This experiment independently confirmed not only
the strong induction of PmgR1 in crhRTR but showed that indeed
all of the tested ncRNAs increased in abundance in crhRTR, an
effect observed at both temperatures. This implies that CrhR
performs a role associated with expression of a subset of the
Synechocystis non-coding transcriptome, a function that is tem-
perature dependent, functioning primarily at low temperature.

Half-life estimation of selected transcripts

The asymmetric effect on the accumulation of asRNAs and
sRNAs in the crhRTR strain raised the question if CrhR might
negatively affect the stability of these transcripts. In order to
distinguish between transcriptional and post-transcriptional
effects of the crhR mutation, we estimated the half-life of
four significantly altered transcripts, PmgR1, SyR11, Ncl1330
and crhR mRNA (Figure 4). The data show that for all four
candidate targets, the half-life normally increases in wild type
cells at low temperature, an effect that is significantly
enhanced in the crhRTR strain (Table 2). In the case of the
crhR mRNA, the change in the RNA stability largely explained
the changes in transcript accumulation at 20°C. Based on the
northern blot data (Figure 2B), the transcript accumulation of
crhR at 20°C was 3.42 ± 0.23 higher in the crhRTR mutant and
the calculated degradation constants could explain a 2.17
times difference suggesting that an alteration in transcription
rate accounted for the remaining 1.6-fold increase.

In contrast, the observed changes in half-life did not com-
pletely explain the fold increases in the abundance of other
transcripts. In case of PmgR1, SyR11 and Ncl1330, the expres-
sion fold-changes at 20°C were 186.3 ± 84.8, 2.1 ± 0.1 and
12.9 ± 1.4, respectively, while the changes of the degradation
constants could explain only a fold-change of 2.4, 1.04 and
1.8, respectively (Table 2). This analysis indicates that altered
expression of PmgR, SyR11 and Ncl1330 predominantly
resulted from a ~ 78-, ~2- and ~7-fold increase in the tran-
scription rate in the crhRTR mutant.

Figure 1. Microarray results showing the transcriptome response to crhR inactivation. The left scatter plot displays the log2 fold changes of the comparison crhRTR
versus wild type (WT) at 20°C (x-axis) and 30°C (y-axis) for sRNAs and asRNAs, while the right plot shows the FCs for mRNAs. Significantly differentially expressed
genes (absolute log2 FC ≥ 1, adjusted p-value ≤ 0.05) are color-coded, matching the colors in the Venn diagram in the upper left corner. RNAs that are only
differentially expressed at 20°C, 30°C or in the comparison of the temperature responses (FC20°C – FC30°C) are colored blue, orange or green, respectively. The colors of
RNAs that are significantly and differentially expressed at more than one condition can be taken from the overlapping areas in the Venn diagram. The numbers in the
fields of the Venn diagram are the total numbers of differential expressed genes at the specific comparison including sRNAs, asRNAs and mRNAs. Selected members
of the ribosomal operon sll1799-ssl3441 have red labels, with a number following the gene name to indicate the position in the operon. Transcripts specifically
mentioned in the discussion are also labeled in red. The expression profiles of RNAs shown in bold face were verified by northern blot.

Table 1. Differentially expressed transcript types. Absolute and relative numbers
of transcripts differentially expressed in the crhRTR mutant compared to wild
type in response to growth at 20 and 30°C (log2FC ≥1, adj. p -value ≤0.05).

crhRTR/WT (20°C) crhRTR/WT (30°C)

Transcript
type Increase Decrease Increase Decrease

mRNA 34 40% 50 60% 38 46.3% 44 53.7%
5ʹ UTR-ncRNA 23 92% 2 8% 17 77.3% 5 22.7%
iRNA 26 86.7% 4 13.3% 16 69.6% 7 30.4%
asRNA 48 96% 2 4% 22 95.7% 1 4.3%
sRNA 31 94% 2 6% 19 90.5% 2 9.5%
Total 162 73% 60 27% 112 65.5% 59 34.5%
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Figure 2. Verification of mRNA abundance changes. (A) Transcript accumulation in the genomic region containing the rimO(miaB)-crhR operon. The results of this
study (microarray experiments) are combined with the coverage from a previous RNAseq analysis [34]. Both DNA strands are shown. Genes are drawn as blue boxes,
UTRs as white-blue boxes, internal RNAs as light blue boxes, asRNAs as red boxes and intergenic sRNAs as yellow boxes. The numbers of RNAseq reads from an
exponentially growing culture at 30°C are plotted in light grey and after transfer to 15°C for 30 min in blue. See also the legend given in the upper right corner. The
read numbers are given in a log2 scale represented by the right y-axis. The normalized log2 expression values of the microarray experiments are plotted for each
probe as short vertical tabs, which span the corresponding hybridization region. The scale for the microarray data is given at the left y-axis (normalized fluorescence
values). The values for the wild type (WT) at 30°C and at 20°C are pictured in dark and light green, for crhRTR at 30°C and at 20°C in dark and light blue. All probes
(thicker bars) corresponding to a single RNA feature are connected by lines. The red circle and the black arrow indicate the position of the first probe following the
antibiotic cassette insertion used to generate the truncation. The red arrow points to a potential transcription start site within the rimO(miaB) slr0082 gene. (B)
Northern analysis of microarray-predicted mRNA abundance changes in response to crhR mutation. Gene-specific probing was performed on total RNA (5 µg) isolated
from wild type or crhRTR cells grown at 30°C, cold stressed at 20°C or incubated in the dark for three h, as indicated.
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Discussion

The ability of bacteria to acclimate to rapidly changing
environmental conditions is frequently associated with the
sRNA-mediated regulation of gene expression [1,35–37].
In many bacterial taxa, RNA chaperones, such as Hfq or
ProQ/FinO-domain proteins, mediate the underlying
sRNA-mRNA interactions [1,38]. Cyanobacteria, including
Synechocystis, express a diverse range of ncRNAs [35–37].
However, the Hfq homolog from Synechocystis does not
exhibit obvious RNA binding or RNA chaperone activity
[39,40] and searches we performed for homologues of
ProQ in the genome did not identify any possible candi-
dates. The mechanism by which ncRNA-mRNA interac-
tion is regulated in cyanobacteria is not known, thus it
was investigated if CrhR RNA helicase activity is relevant
in the context of ncRNA metabolism in Synechocystis. We
demonstrate that CrhR RNA helicase activity is associated
with alteration of a specific subset of the Synechocystis
transcriptome, comprised of both mRNAs and sRNAs.

Comparison with previous studies

In agreement with previous studies, we detected changes in rimO
(slr0082) and groES/groEL (slr2075-slr2076) transcript abun-
dances, while other reported changes were not observed. Our
crhRTR transcriptome results differed in several other aspects
from previous reports [28,41]. Intriguingly, although CrhR
abundance is maximal at low temperature [26], our transcrip-
tome data indicate that while more effects were observed in
response to cold stress, significant alterations in gene expression
also existed at the standard growth temperature of 30°C [28].
The experiments differed in the previous use of arrays targeting
only coding sequences, from which changes in ncRNA abun-
dance could not be extracted and the use of a complete crhR
deletion mutant [28] versus the crhRTR mutant used here.
Importantly, the growth conditions differed, 34°C and 24°C
[28], or 34°C and 22°C for 20 min [41] versus 30°C and 20°C
for 3 h (this study). These differences would be expected to
differentially affect the transcriptome and proteome, as
a reduced level of crhR cold induction was observed at 25°C [26].

Figure 3. Northern analysis of microarray-predicted ncRNA abundance changes in response to crhR mutation. Transcript abundances of the indicated ncRNAs was
determined using 5 µg of total RNA isolated from wild type or crhRTR cells grown at 30°C or cold stressed at 20°C for three h.
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Differential expression of the crhR operon

The data indicate that rimO (slr0082) and crhR (slr0083) form
adicistronic operon, portions ofwhich are differentially expressed.
slr0082 and crhR transcript abundance is enhanced in response to
cold stress inwild type cells, a level that is enhanced further by crhR
mutation. Factors, potentially contributing to these changes
include a putative additional transcription start site within the

slr0082 ORF at position 2,887,140 [34], which may give rise to
an alternative 5ʹ UTR. At the transcript level, the expression
differences between crhRTR and wild type at 20°C can be largely
explained by a post-transcriptional stabilization of the crhR tran-
script in the absence of functional RNA helicase (Figure 4).
Together, the data support a model in which the strong induction
observed at 20°C in the crhRTR strain would be explained by the

a b

dc

Figure 4. RNA half-life determination. Northern analysis was performed in order to determine the effect of crhR mutation on the stability of selected RNA transcripts
whose abundance dramatically changed in the microarray analysis. RNA half-lives were determined from total RNA (3 µg) isolated from wild type and crhRTR cells for:
(A) the mRNA crhR, (B) the sRNA Ncl1330, (C) the sRNA PmgR1 (Ncr0700) and (D) the sRNA SyR11/Ncr1160. 5S rRNA or rnpB abundance was utilized as a loading
control for normalization. All experiments were performed in biological duplicates.
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lack of a CrhR-dependent auto-regulatory, negative feedback loop,
in which CrhR binds and decreases stability of its own transcript.

Connection between CrhR and the ribosome maturation
system

The genomic organization of the rimO (slr0082) and crhR
(slr0083) as dicistronic operon is widely conserved in cyano-
bacteria (Figure S1). This synteny combined with the co-
regulation of expression, implies the two genes function in
a common pathway. slr0082 encodes a methyltransferase tar-
geting either ribosomal protein S12 (RimO) or tRNAs (MiaB),
respectively [42], and thus potentially affects the biogenesis or
activity of ribosomes at low temperature. Concurrently, the
ribosomal protein operon sll1799-ssl3441 also showed
a reduced cold induction in crhRTR. CrhR association with
translation and ribosome biogenesis is not unexpected, as
prokaryotic DEAD-box RNA helicases are frequently asso-
ciated with these processes, for example three of five members
are associated with ribosome biogenesis in E. coli [23].

Altered mRNA expression correlates with altered cellular
morphology and physiology

Our data frequently revealed directional alteration of expres-
sion for genes encoded in operons including decreases in the
ribosomal and ATP synthase operons and an increased abun-
dance of rimO (slr0082) and crhR (slr0083) operon at 20°C.
Similarly, expression of the ndhCKJ operon was reduced at
30°C, while expression of the operon sll0217-sll0219 encoding
flavoproteins Flv2 and Flv4, and in addition sll0550 encoding
Flv3, and genes encoding components of the CLP protease
were reduced at both temperatures. The genes with the stron-
gest positive response, sll1862 and sll1863, have no annotated
function but are strongly induced at iron starvation [34].

Altered levels of the sigma factor sigE (sll1689), the sugar
catabolism regulator Rre37 (sll1330), the negative regulator of
glucose metabolism and oxidative stress acclimation PrqR
(slr0895) and also PmgR1 (ncr0700) suggest an interesting link
between CrhR and sugar/energy/heterotrophic metabolism,
which is the major functional target category of these regulators
[43–47]. PmgR1 (ncr0700), the most strongly induced sRNA in
crhRTR, is involved in the switch to photomixotrophic growth
and the regulation of glycogen metabolism [48]. CrhR associa-
tion with glucose metabolism is consistent with the previous
report that the Dbp2 DEAD-box RNA helicase regulates this
process in yeast [49]. Overall, the observed transcriptomic
changes are reflected physiologically by the progressive

degeneration of thylakoid membrane structure at 20°C, reduced
electron transport and signs of oxidative stress and photoinhibi-
tion exhibited by the crhRTR mutant [30]. These morphological
effects are anticipated to reduce energy production, thereby
affecting photosynthetic rate and cell growth, as observed in the
crhRTR mutant.

The non-coding share of the transcriptome is strongly
affected by crhR mutation

In contrast to previous studies, we also investigated the non-
coding transcriptome of Synechocystis. The CrhR truncation
only affected a small proportion of the Synechocystis ncRNA
pool, altering roughly 10% of the annotated sRNAs and
asRNAs. The non-global nature of these effects are illustrated
by the strong effect on PmgR1 (ncr0700) while only minor
effects were observed for other sRNAs, such as the well-
studied IsaR1 [36] and PsrR1 [35]. The altered ncRNA abun-
dance exhibited temperature dependence, with stronger
responses occurring at 20°C. Surprisingly, >90% of the
affected ncRNAs increased in abundance in the absence of
CrhR RNA helicase activity, which may indicate a common
mechanism. It is tempting to speculate that CrhR reduces the
stability of these transcripts by unwinding stabilizing second-
ary structures at the post-transcriptional level. However, at
least in the case of the investigated sRNAs, only a minor
fraction of the fold-change in abundance resulted from altered
transcript stability. Thus, CrhR alteration of ncRNA levels
may not occur solely at the post-transcriptional level or may
partially be indirect. While the mechanism by which CrhR
could alter transcription is not known, similar data has been
provided in E. coli where Hfq affects the abundance of specific
mRNAs through a transcriptional mechanism, independently
of degradation [50]. The authors proposed that Hfq affects an
early step in elongation, preventing premature transcript
release [50]. In addition, CrhR interaction with RNA poly-
merase subunits or the Rho transcription termination factor
could potentially be associated with such transcriptional reg-
ulation, similar to Hfq [51,52]. The indirect effects of CrhR
truncation on RNA turnover could be associated with the
observed up-regulation of RNase J (slr0551). Although not
studied in cyanobacteria, RNase J is known to perform func-
tions in all aspects of RNA metabolism in a range of organ-
isms [53–55]. Moreover, yeast two-hybrid screens indicated
that the DEAD-box RNA helicase HP4 interacted with the
RNase J homolog in C. reinhardtii [53]. Thus, the CrhR-
induced alteration in RNase J mRNA abundance could be
associated with the observed changes in mRNA and ncRNA

Table 2. Expression fold changes, stability and synthesis parameters based on the rifampicin time series northern blots (Figure 4). FC, Fold change crhRTR/WT; λ,
degradation constant [1/min]; αcrhRTR/αWT, ratio of transcription rates. Data are based on two biological replicates.

Degradation constant

Norm. intensity
crhRTR/WT λ [1/min] = ln(2)/t1/2 20°C 30°C 20°C 30°C

FC 20°C FC 30°C WT 20°C WT 30°C crhRTR 20°C crhRTR 30°C λWT/λcrhR λWT/λcrhR αcrhR/αWT αcrhR/αWT

PmgR1 186.3 ± 84.8 5.2 ± 1.7 0.018 0.103 0.0075 0.077 2.4 1.33 77.6 3.9
SyR11 2.1 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 0.05 0.09 0.048 0.11 1.04 0.82 2.01 1.5
Ncl1330 12.9 ± 1.4 6.2 ± 4.4 0.31 0.69 0.17 0.58 1.8 1.2 7.2 5.2
crhR 3.42 ± 0.23 1.6 ± 0.26 0.13 0.31 0.06 0.33 2.17 0.94 1.6 1.7
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accumulation, possibly similar in relevance to RNase E in
cyanobacteria [56].

Overall, the data suggest that CrhR seemingly performs roles
that affect a limited set of the mRNA and ncRNA repertoire in
Synechocystis. These roles presumably include combinations of
the duplex RNA unwinding and annealing activities CrhR cata-
lyzes [20] that likely involve temperature-dependent mechanisms.
Deciphering which of the observed effects is a direct or indirect
consequence of CrhR RNA helicase activity will be a major goal of
future research.

Materials and methods

Bacterial strains and culture conditions

The Synechocystis strains used in this study were the non-motile
wild type and a strain in which crhR was partially inactivated,
crhRTR [30]. The crhRTR mutant was generated by insertion of
a spectinomycin-streptomycin resistance cassette into the
PmlI site between RNA helicase motifs III (SAT) and IV
(FVRTK), thereby removing the second RecA domain and
C-terminal extension from crhR [30]. The partial crhR deletion
also removed the 3ʹ end of the downstream gene, argC which is
transcribed in the opposite direction [30]; however, the resulting
mutant cells are not auxotrophs [30]. The completely segregated
crhRTR strain constitutively produces a 27 kDa truncated CrhR
polypeptide, CrhRTR, the abundance of which is not repressed at
30°C [26,27] and which is inactive at both gene expression level
[26,27] and at physiological and morphological level [30].
Microarray analysis was performed using the CrhRTR partial
deletion mutant since this strain was utilized in previous investi-
gations and provided crucial insights into the regulation of crhR
expression that would not have been obtained with a complete
deletion strain. Cells were cultured in BG-11 liquidmedium at 30°
C under continuous illumination (50 µmol photons m−2s−1) with
continuous bubbling with sterile, humidified air essentially as
described previously [57]. Media supporting crhRTR mutant
growth was supplemented with sodium thiosulphate (0.3%) and
buffered with tricine (10 mM, pH 8.0) plus spectinomycin (50 µg/
mL each) for crhRTR. Cells were cold-stressed by incubation at 20°
C for three hours [57] and dark stress by wrapping culture flasks
in aluminum foil in a dark walk-in incubator.

RNA isolation, analysis and half-life estimation

RNA isolation and northern analysis were performed as
described previously [26,57,58]. Briefly, mid-log phase
Synechocystis cells were inactivated at the stated growth tem-
perature by addition of a 1:1 (vol:vol) dilution of the culture
with ice-cold 5% phenol in ethanol. Total RNA was subse-
quently extracted by glass bead lysis in the presence of phenol,
followed by extensive phenol-chloroform extraction and
lithium chloride precipitation [57]. RNA quantity and quality
was determined using an Agilent Bioanalyzer, via fluorometry
and RIN number analysis, respectively. mRNA and ncRNA
transcripts were detected in total RNA (3 or 5 μg), separated
on 1% agarose and 8 M urea-8%-PAA gels, respectively.
Transcripts were detected on Northern blots containing total

RNA using 32P-labelled riboprobes specific for each gene,
generated by in vitro transcription from PCR-generated tem-
plates as described previously [26,58] and using the oligonu-
cleotide primers listed in Table S2. The blots were exposed to
X-ray films (Figures 2 and 3) or detected with a storage
phosphor screen (Kodak) and a GE Healthcare Typhoon
FLA 9500 imaging system (Figure 4). Transcript size was
estimated using Fermentas RiboRulerTM RNA markers.
When indicated, transcript half-life was measured in the pre-
sence of rifampicin (300 µg/mL) in total RNA extracted from
duplicate samples taken over the indicated time courses. The
half-life (t1=2Þwas calculated by fitting the data to an expo-
nential decay curve with the R nls function. The degradation

constant is λ ¼ ln 2ð Þ
t1=2

.

At steady state expression of a given gene the transcript
levels are defined by the ratio of the synthesis rate/transcription
rate (αÞ and the degradation constant (λ): StStRNA1 ¼ αRNA1

λRNA1
and

the fold-change of expression levels at two different condi-
tions is

FC ¼ StStRNA1 cond1

StStRNA1 cond2
¼ αRNA1 cond1

λRNA1 cond1
� λRNA1 cond2

αRNA1 cond2
:

With knowledge about the fold-change and the half-life/degrada-
tion constant the impact of the transcription rate can be calculated.

Synteny analysis

Homologs of CrhR were detected by BLASTp and all proteins
encoded by genes in a window 3000 nt upstream and downstream
of the start codon of crhR were analyzed. Homolog classification
was done on amino acid level with Cd-hit [59] using a word size of
2, minimal overlap of 60% and an identity threshold of 40%.

Microarray analysis

The microarray design, hybridization procedure and data
analysis have been described previously [60]. The Agilent
microarrays contain oligonucleotide probes representing all
annotated mRNAs plus the majority of other expressed tran-
scripts, allowing precise determination of transcripts with
respect to both DNA strand and genomic location. Total
RNA (5 µg) extracted from the wild type and crhRTR mutant
strains grown at standard temperature (30°C) and after 3 h of
cold stress (20°C) was directly labeled without cDNA synth-
esis using Kreatech’s ULS labeling kit for Agilent gene expres-
sion arrays with Cy5 according to the manufacturer’s protocol
(Kreatech Diagnostics, B.V., Netherlands). RNA fragmenta-
tion and hybridization followed the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions for Agilent one color microarrays with 3 to 5 µg of
labeled RNA. Array analysis was performed using two biolo-
gical replicates and in addition, each array had an internal
technical replicate. Raw data were normexp background cor-
rected [61] and quantile normalized using the limma
R package [62]. The transcriptome differences between wild
type and crhRTR mutant were determined for the two different
temperatures. A transcript was taken as differentially
expressed, when it the significance criteria log2FC ≥│1│,
adj. p -value ≤ 0.05). P-values were adjusted for multiple
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testing with the Benjamini-Hochberg method. The array data
have been deposited in the GEO database under the accession
number GSE58544.
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